Writing Better Exam Essays
in Human Physiology

Howard Booth
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History and evolution into a SOTL project
My conviction: science students need to communicate in their discipline
Revealing misconceptions: Student writing is a prime place to asses their
understanding of content but poor writing skills distorts this
assessment and lowers exam scores disproportionately.
(Good students were losing many essay points due to poor writing)
The challenge: good writing is hard work for teachers and students
Traditional resolutions: ignore it, require it, or teach it
Hypothesis: If students understood and applied good organizational and
proofreading techniques to their writing, essay scores would move up to be
comparable to the rest of the exam and provide a truer assessment of their learning.
Goal of the project: to improve the Big Essay scores (worth 25% of the exam; 4 exams per semester)
-Through a focused effort to teach students better essay writing skills
-Through a secondary focus on improving organization and coherence
Students Learning Outcome 2: Students will communicate scientific knowledge and concepts in written form.
Students Learning Outcome 3: Students will synthesize scientific knowledge in higher level thinking problems.
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Control group: Student exam and essay scores from 2008 (before essay focus)
Experimental Group: Fall 2009 and Winter 2010 classes
-All students: essay score and exam scores
-Subgroup: student scores from Rewrite Workshop
Time Line --- Methods and materials
Pre exam 1: All lecture instructions “how to take the exam” (5 min)
Post exam1:
-All lecture illustration of an excellent essay answer (10 min)
-Essay rewrite workshop: For those “performing poorly” or “want to do better”
Instruction-discussion on writing & organization skills (40 min)
Re-write exam1 essay: take home, self timed (30 min)
Re-Grade: scores, written comments & personal discussion
Post exam 2: lecture discussion/illustration of a concept map of essay (15 min)
Pre exam 4: Opinion survey on rubric & essay scoring
Inclusion of an additional rubric statement.
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Essay 1
Example
“Bill”,
A good
Student
89%=“A-” on
Non-essay
Part of exam

Earning
A
Poor
essay
Score
16 of 28
is
57%=“D”
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TEACH Phase 2: The Workshop
Doing the “Experiment”
Workshop Highlights

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Blue print - how to write a good paragraph: Theme introduced in
topic sentence, supporting sentences in logical order, a conclusion.
Science writing is concise, detailed, accurate, breadth of the theme
Building blocks- analyze the question (see printout)- finding out what to include
Main theme, mentioned areas of interest, required 9 terms/phrases
Organizing the construction site- organization of logical sequence
Outline areas of interest and terms-- flow diagram & concept map
Building it-- apply above -- also, some hints on good construction
Set aside enough time, avoid “wordy” superficial statements,
use the space provided- not more , not less. Write neatly, 14-18point
too small hard to read, too large wastes space. Spell correctly.
Building inspection-- proof read, all “areas of interest” included?’
& terms used correctly, explained, circled and numbered?
match your essay with rubric - avoid losing unnecessary points
Avoid building disasters-- study ! If your blocks crumble----if you don’t know the content, good writing won’t help much
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“Bill’s”
Rewrite
Scored
92%
On
The
Rewrite
34.9%
Better
From a
“D”
Up to
an “A-”
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ANALYZE: What we were looking for
and what we found
The Results
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• The quality of the re-writes improved:
F’09, 13/28 (46%) to 23/28 (82%) a gain of 36 %
ADJUST
• Improvement carried into exam 2 and beyond
13/28 to 19.8/28 (up 70.1%) on exam 2.
• Overall exam scores moved up over 5% from 74.4% to 79.7% .
• Numerous positive student comments about the experience and their increased
comfort with essay writing. “ I loved the essay format- very helpful” F’09.
•Participation increased from 15/60(25%) F’09 to 38/61 W’10(62%) (up 37%)
•Rubric Opinion Survey to assess student misconceptions or concern on scoring
•Change was greatest in the poorest writers, about 65% improved dramatically

Data Chart of Essay Score Averages before (W’08) and now (W’10)
Exam 1

Exam 2

Exam 3

Exam 4

17.8

18.3

18.5

19.8

63.5%

65.2%

66.1%

70.8%

16.8

21.0

22.0

22.0

% change number/28 possible

59.9%

75.5%

78.6%

77.8%

W'08 Control all students' essays

61.7%

63.3%

63.0%

66.1%

All students Averag e
% change number/28 possible
Workshop student averages

And see
the Graph
next slide
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Graph of Essay Score Averages
Before and Now
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W'10 All
Students
W'10 Workshop
students

Percent on essay

70.0%

60.0%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%
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RESULTS SUMMARY
1. W'10 Workshop participants impoved most from a D+ to a B
2. W'10 all students improved modestly from a C- to a C+
3. W'08 control students improved the least from C- to a C
4. Workshop participants improved most from exam I to exam 2
and continued to improve in exams 3&4
5. All W'10 students benefited compared to W'08 control
6. Essay scores no longer "Disproportionately low"
Workshop 5% above, AllW'10 at all exam averages.

Series1
control
All
W'10
Series2
Workshop

Series3

10.0%

0.0%
1

2

Exams

3
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&
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I completed the survey for a Bonus pt. Name:_____________________
-----------------------------------------tear off or cut here---------------------------
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Rubric
Survey Results

Opinion Survey on Big Essay Points Distribution (scoring rubric)
Please circle the letter before
a= strongly agre e
b= agree
c= neither agree nor disagree
d= disagree
e= strongly disagree

the statement to indicate your level of agree ment with it.
5pt
4pt
3pt
2pt
1pt

(Any comm ents explaining your thoughts would also be very helpful,. Thanks)
40 students responded (out of 53 still attending near the end of the semester )

Conclusions:
1. Understanding
the essay
scoring is not
much of a
problem
2. It’s easy to fix it
for the few who
were concerned
(add a statement to
the exam)

1. (a b c d e ) As I read the essay question itself , I think I have a clear idea of how I can earn full points.
Results: 4 @ 2pt, 3@ 3pt, 24@ 4pt 9@ 5pt = average 4.0 out of 5.0
Analy sis: Most didn't see rubric scoring as a problem, but 7 (20%) did have concerns here.
Comm ents: " very clear"
" the essay questions are usua lly straight forward and you know yow they are supp osed to be answerin g." ,
" once I went to the workshop I was able to better understand how the essay was to be written"
2. (a b c d e ) A separate check li st and explanation, not part of the question itself explaining point
distribution (scoring rubric), would make this process more understandable.
Results: 1@1, 5@2pt, 9@3pt,18@4, 7@5pts = average of 3.6 out of 5.0
Analy sis: Quite a strong feeli ng t his would help. But reading the comm ents left me thinking this wasn't
very im portant to them.
("ca n't hurt")
Comm ents:
"g ood idea, This will all ow students to have an exact account for all points"
"your scoring method is already clear"
"helpful for fi rst exam, I felt very uncomf ortable writing it because I had no clue what to expect. A grading
rubric would let me know what you were expecting"
3. (a b c d e ) Confusion about how I earn the essay points concerns me as I write the essay ("not
knowing" where you mi ght gain or lose points interferes with your thought progression as you are planning
and writing the essay).
Results: 2@1pt, 13@2pt, 9@3pt, 8@4pt, 5@5pt, = average of 2.9 out o f 5
Analy sis: Near neutral not strong feeli ng o r comments. Not much of an issue for most
Comm ents:
"Whil e I'm writing t he essay I'm just trying t o do the best I can. I'm not worried about the points." " No,
depth of answer and lack of tim e are my concerns", "T his can be troubli ng because the point system isn't
cut and dry"
4. (a b c d e ) I think more information on the scoring rubric would im prove my essay scores.
Results: 3@1pt, 7@2pt, 14 @ 3pt, 14@4, 1@5pt = average of 3.1out of 5
Analy sis: Again alm ost neutral over all but about 30% at least favored the idea. Comm ents:
"more information never hurts", "a scoring rubric doesn't enhance or inhibit my writing."
5. Any ot her sugges tions?
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"A grad ing rubric at the beginning of the semester would be helpful, I felt very nervous about the fi rst essay,
after that it gets easier"
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1. Already have incorporated a series of changes
•Three “editions” of workshop notes
half page outline of my talking points
full page on writing
two page handout on writing,
organizing, proofreading and rubric
•Adding concept map to lecture presentation W’10
•Expanded “ workshop” to a take-home option W’10
•Last week upgraded the handout and sent e-copies to all
of my spring students as a Pre Exam 1 study sheet.
•Plan to subdivide workshop participants into working
groups this spring.
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Conclusions

Yes, teach
it again !
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Experiment was a success:
ADJUST
-hypothesis supported
-embedded data collected
-students engaged & learning outcome goals were met
-essay scores improved and now more accurately
reflect learning (no longer disproportionately low)
-improved essays: better assessment of misconceptions
Cost/ Benefit Analysis
-costs: clocked about 10 hours per semester
-benefits:
students write better--realize& appreciate it-- “you care”
course & the department get assessment quantified
I followed my convictions --teaching “good” writing in science
improvement keeps teaching interesting and enjoyable
Bottom line: It was, and is a success at many levels
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